
STRONG ENOUGH TO GET THE JOB DONE
AL425HD
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HIGH CAPACITY 450 LB HOIST LIFT

This 450 lb capacity lift solves the challenges created by heavier, more  
technologically advanced power chairs. Harmar’s heavy duty construction and 
stronger components still allow for a light install weight of 70 lb. Strong enough 
to get the job done, while still not adding significant weight to your vehicle. 

AL425HD BENEFITS: 

• One person operation
• Powered lifting and rotation functions
• Built with offset post  that allows for easy curbside loading 
• Ideal for pick-up trucks and full size vans
• Passenger or driver-side compatability
• Weather resistant hand controls or an optional wireless control

EASY LOADING

One person operation takes just 
40 seconds. 

1. Attach docking device (not  
    included) to mobility device

2. Lift mobility device above  
    bed height

3. Rotate mobility device into  
    cargo area

https://www.harmar.com/vehicle-lifts/al425hd/
https://www.harmar.com/


Harmar.com
800.833.0478

AL425HD PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

LIFTING CAPACITY 450 lb INSTALLED WEIGHT 70 lb

ARM HEIGHT 31.5" - 46.5" ADJUSTABLE LENGTH 26.25" - 33.5"

POWERED
-
-

Power lifting 
Power rotation SECUREMENT Docking device (not included)

ACCOMMODATES
-
-
-

Manual wheelchairs 
Power wheelchairs 
Scooters

AVAILABLE  
OPTIONS

-
-
-
-

Custom adapters 
Custom docking devices 
Folding arm 
Wireless remote

INCLUDED 
ACCESSORY Universal base adapter WARRANTY

-
-

3-year
Transferable

No need to continue to use ramps 
that take up space and require 
more set up time. The AL425HD 

does the heavy lifting for me.
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PENDANT CONTROLLER

-

-
-

-

-

-

Easy-to-grip base with soft, non-slip 
rubber coating 
Backlit buttons for night use 
Built-in LED flash light to assist with 
visibility while loading 
On-Off button with shut-off timer to 
prevent unintended activation 
Magnetic backing for convenient 
stowage — elevated from water in trucks 
Attractive, modern aesthetics

https://www.harmar.com/vehicle-lifts/al425hd/
https://www.harmar.com/
https://www.harmar.com/
https://www.harmar.com/

